WVU focuses on economic innovation, health care
by Clarissa Cottrill
MORGANTOWN NEWS EDITOR

MORGANTOWN — West Virginia
University is aiming to lift the Mountain
State economically, while continuing to
grow its offerings in the world of health
care and education.
“We have taken a much more aggressive role in engaging in all of our various
communities,” WVU President E. Gordon Gee said, adding that doing as much
as possible to keep students here working after they graduate is a major goal.
One of the more recent undertakings
in creating jobs and a thriving economic
engine has been through tackling entrepreneurship. WVU’s Vantage Ventures
cross-campus initiative works to provide
“individuals — from academics and entrepreneurs to the innovation arms of
large companies — a systematic and repeatable process to transform their ideas
into scalable businesses,” according to its
website.
“We have this new program we call
Vantage Ventures,” Gee said. “We provide the kind of seed activity and the intellectual capital to make (entrepreneurship) happen.”
Making sure that entrepreneurs and
potential business owners in the Mountain State have a realistic path to success.
“We’ve got to be much more agile,
much more entrepreneurial,” Gee said,
adding that much has to be done to the
economy to keep young people here and
contributing. “Vantage Ventures is really the effort to bring under one umbrella this notion of creating a start-up state
and a start-up university.”
Vantage Ventures has been part of
leading the charge for West Virginia being on the list of prospective sites for Virgin Hyperloop One’s Hyperloop Certification Center, according to Gee.
Hyperloop is an emerging mode of
high-speed mode of transportation that
involves moving people and goods in pods
through a vacuum tube, using magnetic
and electronic propulsion technology to
reach travel speeds in excess of 600 miles
per hour, according to previous reports.
Something like Vantage Ventures impacts the university’s overall role in making West Virginia a more economically attractive state to businesses and start ups
— and so far it’s working, Gee said.
“We are now playing in a much different league,” he said. “We think that is really an important part of who we are — to
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Former president and CEO of Intuit and West Virginia native Brad Smith speaks
at Vantage Ventures at WVU this year.
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Construction of the new tower for WVU Medicine Children’s, nest to J.W. Ruby
Memorial Hospital in Morgantown, is ongoing. The Milan Puskar Foundation’s
$1 million donation will go toward the campaign to fund the project.

constantly be pushing out ideas and then
to get people to focus on those ideas and
change the arc of our state and arc of our
university.”
The program really goes into the details of entrepreneurship and helps bring
ideas into actions, according to leadership with Vantage Ventures.
“Our role here is to help individuals
and innovation arms of corporations who
are past the ideas stage,” Executive Director Sarah Biller said in a previous report. “The university is providing a very
tech-forward physical space for entrepreneurs.”
Vantage Ventures is an effort to unite
the different facets of entrepreneurship
and business operation and create a place

where those different arms interact, according to Dr. Javier Reyes, Milan Puskar Dean of the John Chambers College
of Business and Economics and vice president of Start-Up West Virginia.
The resource has been in operation
since October, and, according to WVU,
it grew from a call-to-action in March
when leaders from WVU and a delegation of West Virginians met with John
Chambers, former Executive Chairman
and CEO of Cisco Systems and current
Founder and CEO of JC2 Ventures, to discuss the potential for the newly renamed
College of Business and Economics. The
conversations paved the way for recreating West Virginia as a startup state.
Even in the short time that it’s been

in existence, Vantage Ventures has had
a lot of focus and already it’s something
that the university is prioritizing in its
role with the rest of West Virginia and engaging business growth and opportunity.
“I’m proud of what we’re doing — I’m
proud of our engagement,” Gee said.
The work being done through Vantage
Ventures relates directly to WVU’s goal
to boost the economic engines of West
Virginia.
“We’re simply about creating jobs,”
Gee said. “I believe that our priority is to
create jobs and create jobs directly.”
Another major aspect of WVU’s current presence in Morgantown and beyond is through WVU Medicine and
health care.
“We’re building a new children’s hospital,” Gee said. “Our goal is to make sure
that no West Virginian has to leave the
state to get good health care.”
The new children’s hospital has been
a primary focus in expanding what the
WVU Medicine health care system can
offer to West Virginians.
Amy Bush-Marone, CEO of WVU
Medicine Children’s and WVU Medicine
vice president of clinical operations, said
the hospital is being built for “all the children that need (WVU Medicine).”
The WVU Medicine Children’s tower is slated for completion in 2021. The
150-bed, nine-story facility will feature:
a comprehensive radiology department;
operating rooms, cardiac catheterization
and endoscopy facilities; a 31-bed Pediatric Intensive Care Unit (Cardiac Unit/
Epilepsy Unit); a 54-bed Neonatal Intensive Care Unit; a 34-bed Pediatric Acute
Care Unit; a 30-bed Birthing Center;
Cancer Institute, Pediatric Heart and
Vascular Institute and Maternal-Fetal
Medicine clinics; a dedicated emergency department; sedation, dental and eye
procedure rooms; Family Resource Center; and a cafeteria, according to previous reports.
According to Bush-Marone, fundraising and spreading information as it develops are some of the primary goals for
the WVU Medicine team at this stage in
the advancement.
The hospital will be “the first of its kind
... in the level of subspecialty care that
it can provide,” Bush-Marone said, adding that providing care for children in a
kid-centered environment can make a
big difference.
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New storefronts at Middletown Commons are in
development, waiting to be filled by incoming
retail tenants.

The “Almost Heaven” tourism campaign was
developed during the early days of the Justice
administration to highlight West Virginia as a
top-tier destination.

The health care industry plays a pivotal role in
providing critical treatment and sustaining jobs.
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